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ABSTRACT 17 

 The determination of the last common ancestor (LCA) of a group of species plays a 18 

vital role in evolutionary theory. Traditionally, an LCA is inferred by the rooting of a fully 19 

resolved species tree. From a theoretical perspective, however, inference of the LCA 20 

amounts to the reconstruction of just one branch - the root branch - of the true unrooted 21 

species tree, and should therefore be a much easier task than the full resolution of the 22 

species tree. Discarding the reliance on a hypothesised species tree and its rooting leads 23 

us to re-evaluate what phylogenetic signal is directly relevant to LCA inference, and to 24 

recast the task as that of sampling the total evidence from all gene families at the genomic 25 

scope. Here we reformulate LCA and root inference in the framework of statistical 26 

hypothesis testing and outline an analytical procedure to formally test competing a-priori 27 

LCA hypotheses and to infer confidence sets for the earliest speciation events in the history 28 

of a group of species. Applying our methods to three demonstrative datasets we show that 29 

our inference of the metazoan LCA as well as the cyanobacterial LCA is well in agreement 30 

with the common knowledge. Inference of the proteobacteria LCA shows that it is most 31 

closely related to modern Epsilonproteobacteria, hence it was most likely characterized by 32 

a chemolithoautotrophic and anaerobic life-style. Our inference is based on data comprising 33 

between 43% (opisthokonta) and 86% (proteobacteria) of all gene families. Approaching 34 

LCA inference within a statistical framework thus renders the phylogenomic inference 35 

powerful and robust. 36 

   37 

Keywords: Phylogenetics, Species tree, Last Common Ancestor (LCA), Cyanobacteria, 38 

Proteobacteria.  39 
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 Inference of the last common ancestor (LCA) for a group of taxa is central for the 40 

study of evolution of genes, genomes and organisms. Discoveries and insights from the 41 

reconstruction of LCAs span a wide range of taxonomic groups and time scales. For 42 

example, studies of the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) of all living organisms 43 

inferred that it was an anaerobic organism whose energy metabolism was characterized by 44 

CO2-fixing, H2-dependent with a Wood–Ljungdahl pathway, N2-fixing and thermophilic 45 

(Weiss et al. 2016). Nonetheless, due to the inherent difficulty of ancient LCA inference, 46 

those are frequently the centre of evolutionary controversies, such as for instance, the 47 

debate concerning the two versus three domains of life (Williams et al. 2013), the LCA of 48 

vertebrates (Okamoto et al. 2017), or the LCA of hominids (Lovejoy et al. 2009).      49 

 The identity of the LCA is traditionally inferred from a species tree that is reconstructed 50 

unrooted and is then rooted at the final step. Thus, the LCA inference is dependent on the 51 

accuracy of the species tree topology. One approach for the reconstruction of a species 52 

tree, is to use a single gene as a proxy for the species tree topology, e.g., 16S ribosomal 53 

RNA subunit for prokaryotes (Fox et al. 1980) or the Cytochrome C for eukaryotes (Fitch 54 

and Margoliash 1967). This approach is, however, limited in its utility due to possible 55 

differences between the gene evolutionary history and the species phylogeny. Examples 56 

are incongruence due to lateral gene transfer in bacteria evolution (Dickerson 1980), 57 

endosymbiotic gene transfer in eukaryotic evolution (Martin et al. 2002), or hybridization 58 

events in plants (Velasco et al. 2010). Phylogenomics offer an alternative to the single-gene 59 

approach as this approach aims to utilize the whole genome rather then a single gene for 60 

the phylogenetic reconstruction (Eisen and Fraser 2003). In the most basic approach, the 61 

species tree is reconstructed from the genes that are shared among all the species under 62 

study, termed here as complete gene families. These genes can be used for the 63 
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reconstruction of a species tree using several approaches including tree reconstruction 64 

from concatenated alignments (e.g., Ciccarelli et al. 2006; Parks et al. 2018) as well as 65 

consensus trees (e.g., Dagan et al. 2013). However, these approaches are often restricted 66 

in their data sample as they exclude partial gene families that are not present in all 67 

members of the species set, e.g., due to differential loss. Furthermore, methods based on 68 

complete gene families are restricted to single-copy gene families; hence they exclude 69 

multi-copy gene families that are present in multiple copies in one or more species, e.g., as 70 

a result of gene duplications or gene acquisition. This is because the evolution of multi-copy 71 

gene families differs from that of the species tree. Thus the drawback in alignment 72 

concatenation or consensus tree approaches is that the inference becomes limited to gene 73 

sets that do not represent the entirety of genomes. This issue tends to become more acute 74 

the more diverse the species set is. In extreme cases no single-copy, complete gene family 75 

exists (Medini et al. 2005). Super-trees approaches offer an alternative as they enable to 76 

include also partial gene families (Pisani et al. 2007; Whidden et al. 2014; Williams et al. 77 

2017); however, those approaches also exclude multi-copy gene families (partial and 78 

complete). Thus, while the major aim of phylogenomics approaches is to improve the 79 

accuracy of phylogenetic inference by increasing the sample size, all current methodologies 80 

suffer from several inference problems, with some elements in the formulation that are 81 

common to all of them. The first is the limited sample sizes due to the number of single 82 

copy genes. That is the tree of 1% (Dagan and Martin 2006, and see our Table 1), the 83 

existence of reduced genomes, and the spanning of taxon groups that in the extreme case 84 

have no common single copy genes. In both approaches there is no room for the inclusion 85 

of families including paralogous genes, and furthermore, reduction of families including 86 

paralogs into orthologs-only subsets, e.g., using tree reconciliation (Szöllosi et al. 2015), 87 

requires an assumed species tree topology. Finally, since the aforementioned approaches 88 
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yield unrooted species trees, the inference of the root is performed as the last step in the 89 

analysis, hence the sample size for the LCA inference is essentially a single tree.   90 

The inference of the LCA from a single species tree can be robust and accurate only 91 

if the underlying species tree is reliable. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case, as can be 92 

frequently seen in the plurality of gene tree topologies and their disagreement with species 93 

trees (e.g. Doolittle and Bapteste 2007; Linz et al. 2007, and see our Fig. 5a). We propose 94 

that for the identification of an LCA, one does not need to reconstruct a fully resolved 95 

species tree. Instead, the LCA can be defined as the first speciation event for the group of 96 

species. In this formulation, the topological resolution of the entire species tree is immaterial 97 

and the only phylogenetic conclusion needed is the partitioning of the species into two 98 

groups. Here we present a novel approach for the inference of the LCA without 99 

reconstructing a species tree. Our approach considers the total evidence from unrooted 100 

gene trees for all protein families from a set of taxa, including partial families as well as 101 

those with paralogous gene copies.  102 
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MATERIALS & METHODS 103 

 We present the rooting approach with the help of illustrative rooting problems for three 104 

species sets: opisthokonta, cyanobacteria, and proteobacteria (Table 1). The root position 105 

is well established for the opisthokonta and cyanobacteria species sets, and they serve 106 

here as positive controls. The root of the proteobacteria species set is still debated, and it 107 

serves to demonstrate the power of the proposed procedure. The opisthokonta dataset 108 

comprises 14 metazoa and 17 fungi species, and the known root is a partition separating 109 

fungi from metazoa species (Stechmann and Cavalier-Smith 2002; Katz et al. 2012). The 110 

cyanobacteria dataset spans five morphological sections, and the root partition separates 111 

31 marine unicellular species from the others (unicellular and multicellular species) (Tria et 112 

al. 2017). The proteobacteria dataset includes species from five taxonomical classes in that 113 

phylum (Ciccarelli et al. 2006; Pisani et al. 2007; Lang et al. 2013, but see Waite et al. 114 

2017). The Proteobacteria dataset poses a harder root inference challenge than 115 

cyanobacteria and ophistokonta as previous results suggest the existence of a root 116 

neighborhood of three competing branches (Tria et al. 2017).  Protein families for the 117 

opisthokonta and proteobacteria datasets were extracted from EggNOG version 4.5 118 

(Huerta-Cepas et al. 2016). The cyanobacteria protein families were constructed from 119 

completely sequenced genomes available in RefSeq database (O'Leary et al. 2016) (Table 120 

1).  121 
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Table 1. Illustrative datasets, their consensus MAD rooting, and classification of gene families. For 

the complete list of species, see Supplementary Table 1. 

  Opisthokonta Cyanobacteria Proteobacteria 

Number of species  31 130 172 

Consensus MAD Root in CSC gene trees 

 

 

 

 

77.70% 

 (132 trees)  

{Fungi , Metazoa} 

 72.60% 

 (83.5 trees) 

{SynPro clade, 

 other cyanobacteria} 

33.17% 

(16.583 trees) 

 {ϵ-proteobacteria, 

other proteobacteria} 

Number of gene families  13036 17918 9686 

CSC: Complete single-copy gene families,  

present as single-copy in all members of a 

species set. 

 170 

(1.30%) 

115  

(0.64%) 

50  

(0.52%) 

CMC: Complete multi-copy gene families, 

present in all species, but having multiple copies 

in at least one species. 

  612  

(4.69%) 

57  

(0.32%) 

70  

(0.72%)  

PSC: Partial single-copy gene families, 

absent from some species and present as single-

copy in the others. 

 

 

 

 7773 

 (59.63%) 

13321 

 (74.34%) 

5586  

(57.67%) 

PMC: Partial multi-copy gene families, 

absent from some species and having multiple 

copies in at least one other species. 

 

 

 

 4481 

 (34.37%) 

4425  

(24.70%) 

3980  

(41.09%) 

    

 122 

 Protein families were filtered based on the number of species, gene copy number, 123 

number of OTUs, and sequence length, as follows.  Protein families present in less than 124 

four species were discarded. Suspected outlier sequences were detected based on their 125 

length relative to the median length: sequences were removed if shorter than half or longer 126 
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than twice the median. Species with more than ten copies of a gene were removed from the 127 

corresponding gene family. Multi-copy gene families were discarded if the number of 128 

species was smaller than half the total number of OTUs (Table 1).   129 

Protein sequences of the resulting protein families were aligned using MAFFT version 130 

7.027b with L-INS-i alignment strategy (Katoh and Standley 2013). Phylogenetic trees were 131 

reconstructed using iqtree version 1.6.6 with the model selection parameters '-mset LG -132 

madd LG4X' (Nguyen et al. 2015). The phylogenetic network (Fig. 5) was reconstructed 133 

using SplitsTree4 version 4.14.6 (Huson and Bryant 2006). Branch AD values and roots for 134 

the consensus analysis were inferred using mad.py version 2.21 (Tria et al. 2017).   135 
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 136 

 LCA inference deals with abstractions of similar but distinct types of trees: the 137 

hypothetical true species tree and gene trees. It is therefore helpful clearly to delineate the 138 

terms we use and the sense in which we use them.  139 

OTUs (Operational Taxonomic Units) – The leafs of a gene tree. A species may be 140 

represented by multiple OTUs in a gene tree. 141 

Split – The OTU bipartition induced by a branch in a phylogenetic tree. 142 

Species split – A split where all OTUs of any one species are present on the same side. In 143 

a species tree, all splits are species splits. 144 

Root – The deepest internal node in a rooted phylogenetic tree (either gene or species 145 

tree), representing the last common ancestor (LCA) of all the OTUs. 146 

Root branch – The branch in an unrooted phylogenetic tree that harbours the root node. 147 

Root split – The OTUs split induced by the root branch in a gene tree.  148 

LCA – Last common ancestor. Here we restrict this term to the context of species. The LCA 149 

is the root node of a species tree. 150 

LCA partition = Species root partition – We reserve this term for species sets, without 151 

reference to a particular species tree (hence the use of partition, and not split). It represents 152 

the immediate diversification of the LCA into two lineages. In a hypothetical species tree, it 153 

is identical to the root (species) split.   154 

LCA confidence set = Root neighbourhood – Multiple, equally likely species root 155 

partitions for a species set.  156 
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RESULTS 157 

 Our LCA inference approach differs from existing ones in several aspects: 1) No 158 

species tree is reconstructed or assumed. 2) Phylogenetic information is extracted from 159 

gene trees reconstructed from partial and multi-copy gene families in addition to CSC gene 160 

families. 3) The analysis uses unrooted gene trees and no rooting operations are 161 

performed, for either gene trees or species trees. 4) Any LCA hypothesis can be tested, 162 

including species partitions that do not occur in any of the gene or species trees. Before 163 

describing our approach, we first demonstrate the limitations of a simpler phylogenomic 164 

rooting procedure that uses CSC gene families and infers the root by a consensus derived 165 

from the rooted trees of the CSC genes. We then show how to extract additional 166 

information from unrooted gene trees. The incorporation of additional information not 167 

considered by a simple consensus of rooted trees leads to a statistical test to decide 168 

between two competing root hypotheses. Next we show how information from partial and 169 

multi-copy gene families can be used within the same statistical framework, greatly 170 

increasing the sample size and inference power. We then extend the pairwise formulation 171 

and consider multiple competing root partitions. Finally, we modify the pairwise test to a 172 

one-to-many test, and present a sequential elimination process that infers a minimal root 173 

neighbourhood, i.e., a confidence set of LCA partitions. 174 

Phylogenomic consensus rooting  175 

 The consensus approach infers the root partition of a species set from a sample of 176 

rooted CSC gene trees. Root splits are collected from all trees and the most frequent root 177 

split is the inferred species root partition for the species set. In species sets with a strong 178 

root signal, this majority-rule approach is sufficient to determine a clear root partition for the 179 

species set. This circumstance is observed in the opisthokonta and cyanobacteria 180 

illustrative datasets. Using MAD (Tria et al. 2017; Bryant and Charleston 2018) to root the 181 
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individual gene trees, the consensus species root partition was inferred as the root split in 182 

more than 70% of the CSC gene trees, in both datasets (see Table 1). In the 183 

proteobacteria, in contrast, the most frequent root branch was inferred in 33% of the CSC 184 

gene trees, while two competing root braches are observed in almost 15% of the gene 185 

trees. The performance of the consensus approach is thus hindered by three factors. First, 186 

majority-rule voting considers just one split from each gene tree, ignoring a large measure 187 

of the phylogenetic signal present in the gene trees. In addition, the quality of the root 188 

inference varies among the gene trees and is quantifiable, but this information is not utilized 189 

by the consensus approach. Lastly, simple voting cannot be satisfactorily tested for 190 

statistical significance. 191 

 

Figure 1. Outline of the analytical procedure. Stages are depicted clockwise from top-left.  
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The root support test for two alternative root partitions 192 

 The first step in our approach is a formulation of a test to select between two 193 

competing species root partitions (see Fig. 1 for a road-map of the procedure). The test 194 

considers the Ancestor Deviation (AD) statistic for the competing root hypotheses in 195 

individual gene trees. The AD measure quantifies the amount of lineage rate heterogeneity 196 

that is induced by postulating a branch as harbouring the root of the tree. We have 197 

previously shown that the AD measure provides robust evidence for the inference of the 198 

root of a single gene tree (Tria et al. 2017). In the current study, we do not infer a single 199 

root for each gene tree, but use the AD measure to assess the relative strength of 200 

alternative rootings of the same tree. Collecting AD values from a set of gene trees, we 201 

obtain a paired sample of support values. In Fig. 2a we present the joint distribution of AD 202 

values for the two most likely root partitions in the eukaryotic dataset. A null hypothesis of 203 

equal support can be tested by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and rejection of the null 204 

hypothesis indicates that the root partition with smaller AD values is significantly better 205 

supported than the competitor.  206 
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Figure 2. Pairwise testing of competing root hypotheses in the opisthokonta dataset. 

a) CSC gene families; b) All gene families. Colormaps are the joint distribution of paired AD 

values. Candidates 1 and 2 are the two most frequent root partitions among the CSC gene 

trees (Supplementary Table 1a). Smaller ADs indicate better support, whereby candidate 1 

out-compete candidate 2 above the diagonal and candidate 2 wins below the diagonal. P-

values are for the two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Note the gain in power concomitant 

to larger sample size. 

 207 

As in all statistical inferences, the power of the test ultimately depends on the sample 208 

size. Considering only CSC gene families often limits rooting analyses to a small minority of 209 

the available sequence data (e.g., Table 1). Paired AD support values, however, can be 210 

extracted also from partial and paralogous gene families, resulting in much larger sample 211 

size and statistical power (Fig. 2b).  212 
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Rooting support from partial and multi-copy gene trees 213 

 In CSC gene trees the correspondence between branches and hypothesized root 214 

partitions is direct and one-to-one (Fig 3a). To deal with non-CSC gene trees we must 215 

decouple the notion of a 'tree branch' or ‘split‘ from that of a 'root partition'. In trees of partial 216 

gene families, a single branch may correspond to several species root partitions. In 217 

multiple-copy gene families, some tree branches do not correspond to any possible species 218 

root partition.  219 

In order to find the branches in a partial gene tree that correspond to the root 220 

partitions, we reduce root partitions from species to OTUs by removing the species that are 221 

missing in the gene tree (Semple and Steel 2000). The root partitions are then assigned AD 222 

support by matching their reduced OTU version to the OTU splits of the gene tree (Fig 3b).   223 

In multi-copy gene trees one or more species are represented multiple times as an 224 

OTU (Swenson and El-Mabrouk 2012). Each branch of a multi-copy gene tree splits the 225 

OTUs into two groups, and the two groups may be mutually exclusive or overlapping in 226 

terms of species. Species splits (i.e., mutually exclusive) can be mapped to specific root 227 

partitions. Overlapping splits, on the other hand, cannot correspond to any root partition 228 

(Figure 3c).  Mapping of tree splits from partial multi-copy gene trees entail both 229 

operations: identification of species splits and reduction of root partitions.  230 
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Figure 3. Correspondence of OTU splits and root partitions. a) In CSC gene trees; b) In 

PSC gene trees; c) In CMC gene trees. PMC gene trees entail both the a) and b) 

operations. 

 231 

 Candidate root partitions, or their reduced versions, may be absent from some gene 232 

trees, and will be missing support values from these trees. We distinguish between two 233 

such cases: informative and uninformative missing values. A gene family is uninformative 234 

relative to a species root partition when its species composition includes species from only 235 

one side of the species partition. In such cases, the candidate root partition cannot be 236 

observable in any reconstructed gene tree. We label the gene trees of such families as 237 

uninformative relative to the candidate root partition, and exclude them from tests involving 238 
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that partition. In contrast, when a gene family includes species from both sides of a 239 

candidate species root partition but the gene tree lacks a corresponding branch, we label 240 

the gene tree as informative relative to the partition. This constitutes evidence against the 241 

candidate partition, and should not be ignored in the ensuing tests. In such cases we 242 

replace the missing support values by a pseudo-count consisting of the maximal (i.e., 243 

worst) AD value in the gene tree. This assignment of a default worst-case support value 244 

also serves to enable the pairwise testing of incompatible root partitions, where no gene 245 

tree can include both partitions (Semple and Steel 2000).   246 

Complete gene families are always informative relative to any candidate root 247 

partitions. Partial gene families, however, may be uninformative for some root candidates. 248 

When testing two candidate root hypotheses against each other, the exclusion of 249 

uninformative partial gene trees thus leads to a reduction of sample size from the full 250 

complement of gene families. Furthermore, one branch of a partial gene tree may be 251 

identical to the reduced versions of two or more species root partitions, whereby the tree is 252 

informative relative to the several candidates yet their support value is tied. 253 

Root inference and root neighborhoods 254 

 The pairwise test is useful when the two competing root hypotheses are given a-priori, 255 

as often happens in specific evolutionary controversies. More often, however, one wishes to 256 

infer the species LCA, or root partition, with no prior hypotheses. In principle, the pairwise 257 

test may be carried out over all pairs of possible root partitions, while controlling for multiple 258 

testing. Such an exhaustive approach is practically limited to very small rooting problems, 259 

as the number of possible partitions grows exponentially with the number of species. A 260 

possible simplification is to restrict the analysis to test only pairs of root partitions from a 261 

pool of likely candidates. We propose that a reasonable pool of candidate root partitions 262 
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can be constructed by collecting the set of root splits that are inferred as the root in any of 263 

the CSC gene trees.   264 

  265 

Figure 4. Cumulative distribution plots 

of AD in the cyanobacteria dataset. 

Vertically are stacked the subsets by gene 

family type. On the left are unpaired AD 

values for the 29 candidate root partitions. 

On the right are the paired differences to 

candidate 1, whereby positive differences 

indicate better support for candidate 1 and 

negative values better support for 

candidate 2. (See Supplementary Table 1b 

for candidate partition definitions). In red 

are p-values of the least significant among 

the contrasts to candidate 1, FDR adjusted 

for all 406 pairwise comparisons (Supplementary Table 2b). Note the overall similarity 

between the different subsets, indicating a common and robust root signal. 

 266 

 When one species root partition is significantly better supported than any of the other 267 

candidates, the root is fully determined. Such is the result for the opisthokonta and 268 

cyanonacteria datasets, for which the known root partition is the best candidate among all 269 

pairwise comparisons (Figure 4 and Supplementary Table 2). In more difficult situations the 270 

interpretation of all pairwise p-values is not straightforward due to the absence of a 271 
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unanimous best candidate root partition. This situation is exemplified with the CSC subset 272 

of the proteobacteria dataset where no candidate has better support than all the alternative 273 

candidates (Supplementary Table 2c). The absence of a clear best candidate suggests the 274 

existence of a root neighbourhood in the species set. Thus, a rigorous procedure for the 275 

inference of a confidence set for LCA is required.  276 

One-to-many root support test 277 

 To assess the support for root partitions in the full context of all other candidate root 278 

partitions, we modify the pairwise test to a test contrasting one root partition to a set of 279 

many alternatives. The One-to-Many test consists of comparing the distribution of root 280 

support values for one focal partition to the extreme support values among all the other 281 

candidates, and is inherently asymmetric. A ‘Better than Best’ version takes the minimal 282 

(i.e., best) value among the AD values of the alternatives, while the ‘Worse than Worst’ 283 

version considers the maximal (i.e., worst) among the alternatives’ ADs. As expected, the 284 

‘better than best’ variant is always less powerful than any of the pairwise tests, and will not 285 

be considered further. The ‘worse than worst’ variant, on the other hand, can be used to 286 

trim down a set of candidates while being more conservative than the pairwise tests. In the 287 

one-to-many test, each gene tree provides one AD value for the focal partition and one AD 288 

value for the worst among the alternative root partitions. Note that the worst alternative root 289 

partition may vary across gene trees. We test for differences in the magnitude of paired AD 290 

values using the one-sided Wilcoxon-signed rank test, with the null hypothesis that the focal 291 

ADs are equal or smaller than the maximal ADs for the complementary set, and the 292 

alternative hypothesis that the focal ADs are larger still than the maximum. A rejection of 293 

the null hypothesis is interpreted to mean that the focal root partition is significantly worse 294 

supported than the complementary set of candidates taken as a whole. 295 
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Inference of a minimal neighbourhood 296 

 To infer a root neighbourhood, i.e., a confidence set of LCA hypotheses, we start with 297 

a reasonably constructed large set of n candidate partitions, and reduce it by a stepwise 298 

elimination procedure. At each step, we employ the one-to-many test to contrast each of 299 

the remaining candidates to its complementary set. We control for multiple testing using 300 

FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995), and if at least one test is significant at the specified 301 

FDR level, the focal partition with the smallest p-value (i.e., largest z-statistic) is removed 302 

from the set of candidates. The iterative process is stopped when none of the retained 303 

candidates is significantly worse supported than the worst support for the other members of 304 

the set, or when the set is reduced to a single root partition. To be conservative, we use a 305 

cumulative FDR procedure where at the first step we control for n tests, in the next round 306 

for 2n-1 tests, and, when not stooped earlier, for n*(n-1)/2-1 at the last iteration.  307 
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Figure 5. LCA inference by sequential elimination in the proteobacteria dataset.  

a) Phylogenetic split network of the 50 CSC gene trees; b) Trace of the sequential 

elimination process (See Supplementary Table 1c for candidate partition definitions). 

Selected partitions are indicated by grey arcs in a) and bold numbers in b).  

 308 

We demonstrate the sequential elimination procedure for the proteobacteria dataset 309 

in figure 5. The splits network reconstructed for the proteobacteria dataset exemplifies the 310 

plurality of incongruent splits in the CSC gene trees and hence the dangers in assuming a 311 

single species tree. In this dataset the initial candidate set consisted of the 25 different root 312 

partitions found in the 50 CSC gene trees, and the elimination process terminated with a 313 

neighbourhood of size 1, a species root partition separating the Epsilonproteobacteria 314 

species from the other proteobacteria classes. This LCA is indeed the most frequent one 315 

among the CSC gene trees, but with a low frequency of only one in three gene trees. It is 316 

noteworthy that the order of elimination does not generally follow the frequency of partitions 317 

in the CSC set. For example, the last alternative to be rejected (number 19) was inferred as 318 
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a root branch in just one tree where it is tied with two other branches, whereas the second 319 

and third most frequent CSC roots are rejected already at iterations 19-20.  320 

The elimination order is determined by the p-value of the one-to-many test, which in 321 

turn reflects both the effect size of worse support and the power of the test, where the latter 322 

is a function of sample size. Hence, candidate partitions for which a smaller number of gene 323 

trees are informative are more difficult to reject. In particular, the testing of an LCA 324 

hypothesis of a single basal species partitioned from the other species is limited to those 325 

gene families that include the basal species. The last two partitions rejected in Figure 5 are 326 

indeed single species partitions, and the number of gene trees that are informative relative 327 

both to them and to the remaining candidates drops drastically in comparison to earlier 328 

iterations. Yet, even at the last iteration the number of gene trees that bear upon the 329 

conclusion is an order of magnitude larger than the number of CSC gene families. 330 

The full complement of the proteobacteria dataset consists of 9,686 gene families. 331 

The final conclusion - determination of a single LCA partition - is arrived at by extracting 332 

ancestor-descendant information from 86% of the gene families. The gene families that do 333 

not provide any evidence consist of 1113 PSC gene families, mainly very small ones (e.g., 334 

due to recent gene origin), and 214 PMC families, mostly small families and some with 335 

abundant paralogs (e.g., due to gene duplication prior to the LCA). A fundamental element 336 

in our approach is the prior definition of a pool of candidate root partitions. We advocate 337 

deriving the initial set from roots inferred for CSC gene trees. A yet larger but manageable 338 

initial set may constructed of splits frequently observed in the CSC gene trees. Importantly, 339 

the initial set need not be limited to observed partitions, but can be augmented by a-priori 340 

hypotheses informed by current phylogenetic and taxonomical percepts.  341 

  342 
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DISCUSSION 343 

 The inferred species root partition for the proteobacteria dataset indicates that the 344 

proteobacteria LCA was more closely related to modern Epsilonproteobacteria in 345 

comparison to the other classes; characteristics of present-day species in that group can 346 

therefore be used to hypothesize about the biology of the proteobacterial LCA. 347 

Epsilonproteobacteria species show versatile biochemical strategies to fix carbon, enabling 348 

members of this class to colonize extreme environments such as deep sea hydrothermal 349 

vents (for review, see (Campbell et al. 2006)). The class includes in addition several 350 

pathogenic organisms (e.g., Campylobacter, Helicobacter) that are associated with Human 351 

or other mammals; yet its LCA was likely a thermophilic species inhabiting deep-sea 352 

hydrothermal vents (Zhang and Sievert 2014). Epsilonproteobacteria residing in deep-sea 353 

habitats are generally anaerobes and their energy metabolism is based on alternative 354 

electron acceptors to oxygen. For example, Wolinella succinogenes can perform oxidative 355 

phosphorylation with fumarate as terminal electron acceptor, a process known as fumarate 356 

respiration (Baar et al. 2003). Another example is the Sulfurospirillum deleyianum that can 357 

perform anaerobic respiration using various electron acceptors (Sievert et al. 2008). 358 

Members of the Epsilonproteobacteria have been shown to thrive in deep sea hydrothermal 359 

vents, most of those are characterized as chemolithoautotrophs (Takai et al. 2005). Taken 360 

together, these observations, and the epsilonproteobacteria root, suggest that: 1) the 361 

proteobacteria LCA was an anaerobe and aerobic respiration evolved later in the phylum; 362 

2) the proteobacteria LCA was likely a chemolithoautotrophic lineage inhabiting an extreme 363 

environment, with heterotrophic lineages appearing as later innovations. The inference of 364 

chemolithoautotrophic and anaerobic life-style for ancient lineages, such as the 365 

proteobacteria LCA, is in line with the scenario of life’s early phase as predicted by the 366 

hydrothermal-vent theory for the origin of life (Martin et al. 2008).  367 
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 From a purely theoretical perspective, the inference of the LCA for a group of species 368 

amounts to the reconstruction of just one branch - the root branch - of the true unrooted 369 

species tree, and should therefore be a much easier task than the full resolution of the 370 

rooted species tree. Traditional approaches, however, posed the LCA problem in terms of 371 

rooting of a resolved species tree, a formulation with two major drawbacks. First, it requires 372 

the solution of a much harder problem as a prerequisite for addressing the easier task. 373 

Secondly, the input information passes through a bottleneck of a single inferred species 374 

tree, so that the actual inference of the LCA is based on a sample of size one.   375 

 Avoiding the reliance on a species tree prompt us to re-evaluate what phylogenetic 376 

signal is directly relevant to LCA inference, and to recast the task as that of sampling the 377 

total evidence from all gene families at the genomic scope. Moreover, dispensing with a 378 

single rooting operation of a single species tree facilitates the reformulation of LCA and root 379 

inference in the framework of statistical hypothesis testing. The analytical procedure we 380 

outline allows formally to test competing a-priori LCA hypotheses and to infer confidence 381 

sets for the earliest speciation events in the history of a group of species. 382 

Our analyses of the demonstrative datasets show that different species sets present 383 

varying levels of LCA signal: the opitsthokonta and cyanobacteria datasets show a strong 384 

root signal, the proteobacteria dataset has a moderate LCA signal. Datasets with weak 385 

signal are better described in terms of a confidence sets for root partitions, reflecting the 386 

inherent uncertainties and avoiding the pitfalls in forcing a single-hypothesis result.   387 

The LCA inferences presented here utilized 43-86% of the total number of gene 388 

families for root partition inferences. This is in stark contrast to the 0.5-1.3% of the gene 389 

families that are CSC and can be utilized by traditional approaches. In the most extreme 390 

cases, the inclusion of non-CSC gene trees paves the way for root inferences in datasets 391 
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with no complete gene families. The number of genes families considered in our tests 392 

corresponds to the number of genes encoded in modern genomes, supplying ‘total 393 

evidence’ for LCA inferences. 394 
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